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Thursday, September 14, 2017 

Session on Tech suit discussion: 

Open forum  USA Swimming ran with questions to try and gain information about 
the position teams and LSC’s have taken with regard to the wearing of  “Tech” 
suits by their athletes. Below are some of the thoughts and ideas that were 
discussed: 

1.  Question, Do Clubs or LSC’s have a policy for the use of the “Tech” 
suits, and if they do is it in writing and how did they communicate it to 
their athletes and parents?  Multiple coaches and LSC representatives 
spoke and gave their thoughts.  There were a lot of teams and a couple 
LSC’s that have a policy that ban “Tech” suits from competitions for 
their 12 and under athletes.  Most said their 10 unders were not allowed 
to wear them at any meet some, allowed 11 and 12 to wear them at 
championship meets.  Southern California LSC was in attendance and 
were the first LSC to Ban “Tech Suits.  They ban all athletes from 
wearing them, allowing 11 & over to wear them at championship meets. 
Some teams had unwritten policies and some had written policies.  
Policies where communicated via emails, parent meetings, and 
newsletters trying to educated swimmers and parents. 
 

2. Question: what was the reason for banning the “Tech” suits?  This took 
up a lot time and a lot of coaches spoke.  Some of the reasons for the 
banning included: 
 a. Extreme cost of the suits 
 b. Suits not made for the younger athletes bodies 
 c. Having the younger swimmers having something to work towards. 
 d. Leveling the playing field at normal in season meets 
 e. To help protect coaches and help them enforce the policy without  
     fear of losing their jobs. 



 d. Protect teams from having athletes leave there current programs      
     because their team didn’t allow them to wear the suits. 

3. Question:  Would it be something that USA Swimming should have a 
policy on?  After a long discussion and debate on this it seemed that a 
majority of the room felt that it was the way we should be going and USA 
Swimming should develop something.  We were told they had a task force 
working on gathering data and information about this.   

This subject became the talk around  convention and Pat and I had a sit down with 
the Southern California LSC to talk with them about how their LSC reacted to it 
and policed this policy.  They said it took about 4 months for everyone to get on 
board but now they have very little issues at meet enforcing it and the kids have 
not gotten slower because of it.  We also learned of numerous other LSC that have 
ban the suits or have proposed legislations to ban the suits.  The country of  Brazil  
has banned the use of Tech suits.   The NCAA has also ban the suits from dual 
meet completion.  Overall it seems to be a very well accepted and adopted practice 
in the swimming community. 

Friday,  September 15, 2017 

SwimBiz: Marketing Tips to Grow your team 

Jim Fox,  who is USA Swimming’s  Director of Marketing,  ran this workshop and 
gave 10 tips to grow your team. 

1. Mom’s Drive the Bus, so make sure you focus on the moms and how they 
join or hear about your club 

2. Your target area should be a 15 minute radius from your Pool. 
3. Create a welcome entry page on your website.  Make it friendly and 

informative and easy to find.  Have a link to the joining info page on your 
website. 

4. Become the media, show off and share your successes.     
5. Give parents a different view, what does your club offer. 
6. Promote your coaches, better photos and Bios. 
7. Realize that the coach is all wet, they focus on the coaching, not this stuff, so 

get someone involved to help grow this part of your team. 
8. Don’t rely on Google, know what you image is. 



9. Show off your team personality. 
10.   Focus on the team and promoting the team. 

 

Coaches Meeting: 

This workshop was for coaches to ask questions and discuss ideas.  Most of the 
time was spent on questions and answers pertaining to the new governance 
structure that was being proposed and recommended for adoption.  You can read 
all about this legislation in Greg Eggert’s report.  One coach did ask about Health 
insurance and if it is provided by USA Swimming.  USA Swimming does have a 
link on the USA Swimming website that can give you all kinds of information 
about health insurance.  I have used this site and recommend calling if you have 
questions the company was very helpful and friendly.   

Facilities and Development update: 

Mick Nelson for USA Swimming’s Facilities department ran this workshop.  He 
talked about different facilities around the country and what works.  LED lighting 
is now becoming the standard.  There is some new Air handling systems 
technology that will be coming out in the near future that will actually clean the 
air.  Gang showers will no longer be an option for facilities to put in.  
Recommendation will be for private shower stalls.  We may even see codes in the 
future that will require older facilities change to private shower stalls.  Mick also 
recommends Deck shower stations to help keep your pool water chemistry better 
balanced.   

 

The 2017 USAS Convention was a great experience as always with a lot of great 
workshops.  We saw USA Swimming take a huge step with its new governance 
structure which we hope will help our sport grow.  Thank you for sending me this 
year and I hope the information I provided was informative.  If you have any 
question please feel free to contact me at khein@swimppst.org.   

 

Kip Hein 



Patrick Collins 
Age Group Chairman 

USAS Convention Report 9/29/2017 

 

Eastern Zone Tech Planning Meeting 

The main focus of this year’s Tech Planning at Convention was the new format and qualifying 
times for the 2018 EZ Short Course Zones. 2018 Spring Sectional Meet Qualifying times were 
published with the only discussion relating to the fact that some of our times have hit the max 
allowed cut because we are so close to JR Nats times in a few events.  

 

Swimmer’s Edge Yoga 

I was able to attend a great yoga session for coaches and athletes and speak with Swimmer’s 
Edge Yoga founder, Trina Schaetz. Yoga has personally helped me in my journey in swimming 
and I was excited to see more and more people looking to yoga for help with recovery and 
mobility. While we did the work in person, her business allows for teams to join monthly and 
either do a live workout or pre-recorded one all online. Very interesting to say the least. 

 

Introducing Children into Competetive Swimming for Long Term Success 

This was a great set of presentations from three very engaged coaches. First Beth Winkowski, 
Associate Head Coach of Dynamo Swim Club covered the transition from lessons to pre-team to 
competitive team. She spoke of their large learn to swim program and pre-team. 

A few notable points: 

 Think of using school grades over ages 
 Using two “tracks” within your program – Gold track; those who want to train, challenge 

by choice… Green track; less competitive  
 Some swimmers change tracks with age. Used so kids don’t quit the team. 
 50% of all top swimmers develop AFTER their sophomore/junior year of high school 
 85% of kids at Dynamo’s tryouts have had competitive swim experience 
 Top 16 10&Unders still ranked at 17-18 in the Top 16 = 11% 
 Top 16 15 and 16 year olds still ranked one year later (17-18) = 48% 

Their seniors organize a meet for their Juniors – “Friday Night Lights” 

 
Northern Kentucky Clippers – since 1979 the Clippers have grown from a small club operating at 
Scott High School to a nationally recognized organization, growing from less than 100 



swimmers to over 200, and earning a USA Swimming Silver Club status. There was a big drive to 
reshape their entire organization. “Stronger focus on the athlete and their individual 
development with age appropriate development and expectations.” 

A few notable points: 

 Psychological maturation equally important to physical maturation 
 Measure success at every level but keep the long-term picture in mind 
 Strategic Map = a plan for the swimmers AND families to see every year, refocuses the 

team at the start of the season 
 Town Hall Meetings = a chance to ask questions and/or air grievances. Cuts down on 

issues, doesn’t eliminate them. Held twice a year 
 

Sports Medicine/Science Workshop  

The point of the presentation was to help coaches answer 2 simple questions: How will the 
concussion impact my swimmer’s training? When can my swimmer resume training? 

We must be constantly aware of - Traumatic Brain Injury - results from either a direct or 
indirect contact to the head or body (e.g. whiplash). It often results in short-lived changes in 
normal brain function. 

Swimmers are susceptible to repeat concussion during recovery… 

 Multiple concussions may lead to longer recovery for subsequent concussions 
 Younger swimmers may have prolonged symptoms and recovery 
 EARLY recognition and initiation of appropriate treatment is critical to good and timely 

recovery 
Not engaging the medical staff AND continuing to participate in athletic activity during the 
immediate post concussion period may lead to longer recoveries for swimmers. 

Remove From Play & Educate 
Rest and Reduce - Physical Exercise & Cognitive Tasks 
Refer to specialists (as needed) 
 

Forum on Tech Suits for Age Groupers 

Out of the five conventions that I have attended this forum was perhaps the most well 
attended and best discussions I’ve witnessed. The forum was led by Matt Farrell, Chief 
Marketing Officer for USA Swimming and Stu Isaac, a consultant hired by USA Swimming.  

 

Main Points discussed: 



 Cost of suits - expensive 
 Accessibility – the burden on families 
 Are they even designed for younger swimmers?  
 Suit reliability 
 Philosophical approach – long term development of the sport 
 Current LSC bans 

Afterwards I was able to speak to three members of the SoCal LSC delegation to discuss their 
entire movement to ban the tech suits for age groupers. 

Kip Hein and I will be proposing a Tech Suit Ban for NJ LSC. 

 

Eastern Zone General Meeting 

We discussed the upcoming meet bids and qualifying times that were discussed at the EZ Tech 
Planning Meeting. Bud discussed the upcoming meet bids.  

 

#SwimBiz 

Good presentation from Matt Farrell on the use of social media (twitter, Instagram, facebook) 
in helping to promote your team. Team philosophy, culture, FAMILY, SMILES! 

 Target “Moms” in your promotions 
 Local focus – reach out to businesses in your immediate area 
 Friendly atmosphere – “smiling faces”! 
 Become the media – you are the personality that sets the image and tone 
 Show them what you offer – use social media to showcase certain aspects of 

your club! 
 Promote your coaching staff – great way to introduce 
 Wet side / dry side – show that you also do stuff off the pool deck! 
 Word of mouth is critical 
 Show the club’s personality 
 Focus on TEAM or FAMILY 

Jessica Cooper from Georgia Swimming also shared some success stories and spoke about the 
rewards clubs can receive from SwimBiz. Starting this year, LSCs can also apply to have their 
social media sites reviewed by USA Swimming. 

 

Coaches Open Forum 



This gathering was basically another moment for the USA Swimming staff to sell coaches on the 
entire governance reform package that was proposed (and ultimately passed) at HOD. I posed a 
question to the head of the reform task force, asking “what would be one thing you dislike 
about this proposal” to which he said “there isn’t anything wrong with it”. Moments later he 
spoke of how “nothing is perfect” and that this proposal “isn’t perfect”. 

  



Ed Dellert 

Minutes: Senior Meetings 

Convention 2017 

 

(1) Senior Committee Meeting Highlights 

   Omaha 2020 Trials 

   tent dates June 21-28 

   qualifying times next convention (1300-1400 athletes) 

   Tokyo finals in AM 

   Event order may changer due to new events 

   Hotels 15 months out 

  National Team director search continues 

(2) Open Meeting 

College Coaches concern about convention scheduling 

condense schedule 

reorganize scheduled meeting 

Healthcare for coaches 

Risk Management 

   World Swimming Assn 

    adopted constitution 

    contracted with event manager 

     idea: 1 per month  



     during collegiate season so athletes can return to 
training 

     transparent model 

     pursuing non-profit status (multi country) 

     membership $5 per year (worldswimming.org) 

   Arena ProSeries 

    No coach input into planning 

    National team division meets 

   Junior Coach Certification 

    16-17 year olds  now without certs 

 (3) State of Sport 

   Fish where the fish are (recruiting) 

   THINK about TODAY and the FUTURE 

   whole talk on website 

 

 

  



 Hi everyone! First off I would like to introduce the new Junior Athlete Rep, 
Carlee Sanchez. Her election yielded the highest turnout in NJS election history, as 
we advertised a lot for it. Speaking of new athlete Reps, at Convention learned that 
many LSCs have athlete training guides or workshops for new members of their 
athlete committee. We wanted to start one in order to educate athletes on how to 
get more involved and be more effective in their roles. We are also looking into an 
athlete's tab on the website where we can upload this training guide, news, and a 
calendar for all important events.  

 

 Recently I asked the whole athlete committee to reach out to swimmers in 
their clubs and ask them about the new tech suit proposal. I will provide the results 
for the study when the proposal is brought up.   

 

 I am also running the Ryan Murphy Clinic on September 30th at RVCC. We 
are very excited for that. Ryan provides a big name and we hope to incentivize 
many athletes to join our committee through the event. As of 9/19 the event is 
already full. Big turnout rate so far.  Does anyone have any questions on anything? 

 

Patrick Heffernan 

  
  



 
HOD Meeting 

October 7, 2017 

Convention 2017 – Marlene Curtis 

In addition to attending those workshops that were sponsored by Safe Sport I 
attended the following: 

-Coach Mentoring Workshop: This workshop was focused on the importance of 
coaches getting together and mentoring each other. They talked about the various 
ways this can be accomplished. There were different LSC’s that talked about how 
they were accomplishing this. 

-Butterfly Revolution Panel: Discussion about the importance of the development 
of the fly kick. 

-Bridging the Gap from Swim Lessons to Swim Team: The importance of coaches 
and instructors working together was stressed. For swimmers to be successful on 
swim team it helped to have coaches working as swim instructors. Follow through 
from swim school to swim team. 

-Sports Medicine/Science Workshop: This was a discussion on traumatic brain 
injury and how it is important that it is a group effort for swimmers to get back into 
training. Doctors, coaches, teachers, and psychologist should all work together. 

-Swimming with the Sharks: Managing Risks in Swimming: Importance of 
managing swim practices and meet warm-ups. A coach has put together a short 
video using the 3-point entry. 

-Mind/Body Connection: Let’s Talk about Mental Health: A panel with a coach, 
athlete, and psychologist talked about the importance of communication and how 
social media effects. 

 
 

  



Report Convention USA Swimming Convention  2017 
 

 In the IM and Medley Relay when transitioning from Breast Stroke to Free Style or in the 
Free style leg a swimmer is allowed to come off the wall on the back as long as there is 
no propulsive action. ( Kicking or pulling) 

 Officials at Juniors or higher level meets will now wear black pants, shoes and socks. 
 I meet with the testing sub committee of the officials committee and we discussed how 

to have YMCA tests transfer to the USA data base. Needs programming time and will be 
considered in the future. 

 Working on getting N3 evaluators for New Jersey. Talked to Melissa about this and she 
said we don’t have many N3 officials in the state so we need to use outside officials for 
these evaluations. At this time we really don’t offer many N3 OQM meets so at this time 
this is not a major problem. 
 

 
         Judy Sharkey 
 


